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ABSTRACT
A data communications protocol for an established
operating environment is formally specified.

Motivation

for the development of this protocol is presented, with
consideration for the future communications requirements of
the system.
Factors influencing the performance of a protocol are
reviewed.

Error recovery, network addressing, flow

control, traffic prioritization, and initialization
and termination sequences are examined in general and with
respect to the protocol development.
In conclusion, a mathematical evaluation of the
efficiency of the protocol is provided, using Tanenbaum's
equations for determining channel utilization.

The

theoretical channel utilization of a perfect system,
without propagation delay or error, is compared with the
channel utilization observed in a real system prone to
transmission errors and delay.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Once a computer system or a subsystem is developed
there must be a process provided for communicating with the
outside world.

The selected technique must be thoroughly

specified to allow other systems to communicate with the
original system.

The process of identifying such a

communications technique is considered to be the
specification of a protocol.

A protocol is the set of

rules governing the exchange of data between systems.
Communication protocols are expected to provide reliable
and efficient data exchanges between distinct computer
systems attached in some physical manner.

Frequently the

resulting protocol is an established, known language of
exchange.

By using a stable and well-defined protocol the

computer system designer assures that the data exchange
will take place.
Communication connections can be simplex, half-duplex,
or full-duplex.

Simplex communication refers to data

exchange which flows only in one non-reversible direction.
Half-duplex communication allows independent data to travel
in both directions, but not at the same time.

Full-duplex

communication allows independent simultaneous data exchange
in both directions between computer systems.
Three types of protocols handle the majority of data
communications transmission.

Asynchronous transmission

(ASYNC) concerns transmission involving start and stop bits
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to control the synchronization of individual data
characters.

ASYNC refers to randomly exchanged data with

little error checking.
Binary synchronous or bisynchronous communication
(BSC) is a line control procedure for communication which
can use eight-bit EBCDIC, seven-bit USASCII, or six-bit
transcode as the data code for transmission.

Eight-bit

EBCDIC will be used for BSC transmission in this
discussion.

BSC is frequently used with half-duplex

communication lines.

Some error checking is performed.

Synchronous data link control (SDLC) refers to data
transmission which uses timing signals, or synchronization
pulses, to moderate the data character synchronization
between communicating systems.

The synchronization pulses

are created by the communicating systems.

SDLC provides

for significant error checking.
However, unique or special computer systems may
require that protocols be custom designed and developed to
support communications transactions within the non-standard
environment.

The protocol which is specified provides

dedicated communication in a non-standard environment.
A communications protocol can be considered to be a
language or a set of rules which govern data exchange and
provide for the acknowledgement of correctly received
messages, the establishment and termination of data
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exchanges, and the resending of lost or damaged data frames
(Ossefort 1983).

Any transactions performed using the

communications protocol can be considered to be
conversations in the specified language.

When all parties

to a communications transaction use and understand the same
protocol, the communications transactions should be
successful.
A data communications exchange can be plagued by
problems such as data loss or data duplication due to
errors during transmission.

A viable protocol must detect

errors and provide retransmission capabilities (Di Vito
1983, Lin 1983).

Additionally, when data exchanges are

underway the system receiving the data must not be
overwhelmed by the volume of data sent by the other system
at any one time.

The communications protocol must provide

a data-flow control mechanism.
The technique of specification and implementation of a
communication process or protocol is investigated and the
resulting protocol is analyzed.
not reviewed.

A network specification is

The protocol specified could be expanded to

involve more input and output ports and become a network
transport protocol in the future (Misra 1981).
Future sections will identify a unique environment
which requires a customized telecommunications protocol.
The design of this protocol incorporates many features of
previously established telecommunications protocols.

Error
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recovery and retransmission techniques are provided.
Complete protocol specification is found in Appendix A.
The probable performance of this protocol is determined
using established efficiency evaluation techniques.

The

ability to predict or estimate the performance of a
protocol under various conditions can provide information
which may determine which protocol is desirable for a
particular communications system or environment (Kuo 1981,
Pooch 1983) .
The protocol design problem presented, along with a
proposed solution for a communications interface, provides
an opportunity to apply protocol efficiency evaluation
techniques to a communications interface developed for
compatibility with a variety of external communications
equipment.

The concerns addressed in development of this

communications interface are discussed.

The resulting

design is presented and the efficiency estimated.
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II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A. Exploration of previous work
Earlier work has addressed the numerous issues of
network communications and communication protocol (Sunshine
1979).

The protocol specification is limited to defining

the boundaries of the protocol developed.

A communications

protocol is an explicit definition of data formats,
procedures, and rules for communication between distinct
physical elements (Reiser 1982).

A performance assessment

of a protocol developed for experimental purposes is useful
when the techniques used for efficiency evaluation are also
applicable to a protocol designed for use with an
established communications environment.
Previous research has defined seven layers as the
Reference Model of Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
(Tanenbaum 1981).

Each layer plays a role in any

standardized protocol.

The identification of the seven

layer reference model was brought about by a desire to
standardize protocols and to provide definition references
for dissimilar network architectures.

Computer systems

communicate with other systems in many unique ways.

The

majority of communication techniques can be defined using
the seven layers of the OSI model.
Figure 1 illustrates the seven layers and their
position in the communications architecture.

The

ApplJaxtlon Layer-

Layer 7

AppUca-tlon L a y e r

Presentation Layer

Layer 6

Presentation Layer

Session Layer

Layer 5

Session Layer

Tro.nspz.rt Layer

Layer A

T ra n s p o r t Layer-

Network Layer

Layer 3

Network Layer

D a ta -L irk L a y e r

Layer 3

D ata-Link L a y e r

Physical Layer

Layer 1

Physical Layer

Corrunico.tion Charnel

SENSING or RECEIVING systen

RECEDING a r SENDING sysrten

Figure 1. Network Layer Model
a>
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communications exchange is primarily dependent on layers 1,
2, and 3.

Layers 4 through 7 are usually found in the host

operating system.

Layer 3 is handled by a host-bound

input/output driver while layer 2 is frequently implemented
in hardware.
Only the physical layer actually communicates with its
peer on the other host or communicating system.

All other

layers communicate with the layers directly above and below
them, handing off data after processing.
Layer 1, the physical layer, sends bits, valued as
either 0 or 1, over a communications connection such as a
channel.

This layer involves mechanical connections and

electrical pulses for operation.

All data are handled by

this layer without regard for data construction or
correctness.
Layer 2, the data link layer, breaks data into
communications blocks suitable for data transmission.

The

data blocks are sent sequentially.

Acknowledgement frames

are sent from the data link layer.

Information which

identifies data block boundaries is appended to the data
blocks before they are passed to the physical layer.

Data

retransmission due to error is handled by layer 2.
Layer 3, the network layer, handles the routing of
data blocks.

The topic addressed does not involve network

routing at this time.
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Layers 4 though 7 are not included in this discussion.
The transport, session, presentation, and application
layers are used for data interpretation and data block
assembly.

Communications transactions in a dedicated

environment are primarily handled by layers 1 and 2 of the
OSI model.

A communications network is a process with many

input and output ports.

This restriction will allow close

examination of the communications exchange taking place
between the two ports on the network, rather than
addressing data routing concerns.

A process is a program

with commands for message transmission (Misra 1982).

For

this example, the definition of a network will be
constrained to a dedicated environment, with two ports.
Each port is attached to a host and to a communications
channel.

This dedicated environment has a sequential

process providing communication.

The protocol of the

sequential process will be examined.

The protocol involved

resembles the Stenning protocol which is frequently used to
send messages over a noisy or error-prone communications
channel (Stenning 1976).

The Stenning protocol allows

several messages to be transmitted in one direction before
expecting an acknowledgement to be returned on the channel.
Communications connection management, flow control, and
data transfer are part of the communications protocol
(Shankar 1983) and are driven by the data-link layer of the
OSI model.
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Protocol specification concerns communication at the
data-link level or layer 2 of the OSI model in a formal
sense.

The physical layer can be thought of as a

telecommunications connection between the two elements
which are communicating.
are exchanged.

Over this connection, data bits

The telecommunications connection can be a

physical one, such as a coaxial cable, or, more frequently,
a dynamic connection established using a telephone line and
a modem.

The data-link layer works with the physical layer

and the other layers of the computer system to provide data
communication.

The data-link layer and the physical layer

can be regarded as two units working together.

One layer

cannot operate without the other.
Once the communications connection is established, the
two systems have a dedicated link to support the exchange
of data.

For successful data transmission both systems

must be using the same language, or protocol, to initiate
and maintain a data communications exchange.

Depending on

the direction of the exchange, one system is considered to
be the sender and the other system is considered to be the
receiver.

These designations frequently change during the

course of prolonged activity.

The sender provides data

blocks to the receiver, while the receiver primarily
acknowledges data receipt and waits for more.

A data

block, also referred to as a communications block, is a
group of data and communications control characters treated
as a unit.

The VITEK Communications Protocol (VCP)
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provides dynamic sending and receiving, established upon
demand.

Half-duplex data exchange is permitted by both

systems.
A classical explanation of the potential range of datalink layer activity provides definition for six protocols
(Tanenbaum 1981).

These protocols operate on the OSI

reference model.
Protocol 1 is a one-way data transmission technique,
with no provision for transmission delays, buffering,
throughput, or any other real operating environment
concerns.

The sender and receiver roles are fixed, as data

transmission is permitted in one direction only.

There is

no acknowledgement of data sent.
Protocol 2 is a stop and wait protocol which provides
a mechanism to prevent the sender from flooding the
receiver with data.

The sender stops after sending a data

block and waits for an acknowledgement, or ACK, of each
data frame sent.

However, the communications connection is

still considered to be error-free.

The requirement for two-

way communication between VCP systems dictates that a half
duplex communications channel be used.

This protocol is

not as efficient as others, since the direction of the
communication must change after each data transmission.
Protocol 3 is a simplex protocol for a connection with
errors, in contrast to the stop-and-wait technique of
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protocol 2.

Protocol 3 provides a small frame header with

a sequence number of zero or one and waits for positive
acknowledgement before proceeding with data transmission.
Protocols 1 through 3 transmit data in one direction
only.

Protocols 2 and 3 allow acknowledgements to flow in

the opposite direction.

A more realistic scenario involves

two-way data exchange, which is accomplished by using
sliding-window protocols.

These protocols can remain in

communication despite lost or delayed data.

Each block of

data exchanged on the communications connection has a
sequential number designated for it.

The sender maintains

a list or window of the sequence numbers of the data blocks
which have been sent but not yet acknowledged by the
receiver.

When an ACK block is received, the sender's

window is adjusted to remove the most recently acknowledged
data block from the list of outstanding data blocks.

In

some sliding window protocols the receiver also holds a
window of sequence numbers received and acknowledged.
Protocol 4 is a sliding window protocol with a window
size of one.

Protocol 4 could also be characterized as a

bi-directional stop-and-wait protocol.

After the sender

transmits a data block, the sender waits for
acknowledgement.
Protocol 5 takes into account the transmission time
required between sender and receiver, and increases the
window size from one to a greater value, based on the
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capacity of the communications connection and the size of
the data blocks being transmitted.

The sender can continue

data transmission while waiting for acknowledgement of data
blocks which were sent initially.

This increases the use

of the dedicated communications connection.

Protocol 5

does not perform well if the communications line is errorprone .
Protocol 6 provides both the sender and the receiver
with acknowledgement windows.

Only data blocks which have

not been acknowledged by the receiver need to be
retransmitted.

This is a contrast to retransmission of all

data following a damaged block, required by Protocols 4 and
5.

Good data blocks are handled normally even if a good

data block follows a bad data block.

Protocol 6 also

provides the receiver with negative acknowledgement (NAK)
capability which is to be used if the receiver detects an
error condition.
retransmission.

A NAK can be considered a request for
A NAK does not mean that the receiver does

not have data to send.
Efficiency, or the expected success of data
transmission, expressed as a percentage, will be regarded
as an approximation of the theoretical channel utilization
or communications connection.

Efficiency is a numeric

value determined by protocol performance.

The protocol

developed and specified resembles Protocol 6 as outlined
above with sequence numbers for correct data exchange.
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B . Design Goals
The specific design environment presented is that of a
first-generation medical laboratory analysis device with a
unique and simple asynchronous protocol.

All

communications connections are dedicated within the
laboratory system.
A primary design goal was to develop a standard
communications protocol for a second-generation device.
This protocol must be able to coexist and communicate with
numerous unspecified laboratory devices.
Existing flaws in the first-generation system include
non-standard and arbitrarily small data blocks of 124
characters in length.

Large data exchanges were not

possible due to the small data block size.

Data records

were forced to maintain the 124 byte block length which
placed a constraint on development of applications for the
system.

Excessive data interpretation and translation by

the communications package, one-way communication only, and
a unique initialization and termination strategy were
ineffective.
provided.

Error recovery and retransmission were not

These characteristics prohibited first-

generation devices from communicating with other systems.
The development of a second-generation protocol should
provide the same functionality as the first-generation
protocol.

The communications interface for this new

system, however, should be standardized and efficient
enough to be a major feature of the overall laboratory
system.

Allowing the laboratory analysis device to

communicate with other devices will increase the potential
uses of many devices.

Without a strong communications

interface data cannot be shared between analytic processes.
The definition of the design problem was narrowed to
incorporate only those functions considered to be
communications tasks.

Data interpretation and translation

were assigned to the applications program software rather
than the communications interface.

The communications

interface for the second generation system handled only
those tasks identified in layers 1 and 2 of the OSI model.
After a review of existing medical laboratory
protocols, it was apparent that the requested product, a
standardized communications protocol for use with
laboratory analysis equipment, was not obviously in use by
others.

Each interface had specific characteristics which

made the communication link very unique.
There are common features found in established
protocols.

These include error recovery, addressing, flow

control, prioritization of traffic, initialization and
return to service after mechanical or planned outage.

To

bring the existing environment a reliable protocol these
features would have to be provided in the design of the new
protocol.
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Error recovery is only possible after error detection.
A technique for verifying the contents of received data
blocks must be provided to the receiver.

An

acknowledgement or negative acknowledgement (ACK/NAK)
scheme can be used to inform the sender of the status of
the most recently received data.

The sender must have a

process to follow if no ACK/NAK response is received after
a period of time.

This designated timeout interval, after

which the sender can retransmit the data, if desired, has a
significant impact on protocol efficiency.

An error-prone

line with a high timeout value may sit idle, unaware that
transmitted data was bad.

If the timeout value is low data

exchange can be hindered by extraneous data
retransmissions.

The timeout interval should be determined

based on the time needed to receive an ACK frame from the
receiver under normal operating conditions.
Addressing is important to determine the identity of
the sender and receiver.

For the model considered there is

one sender and one receiver at any time.

Future

environments may have more than two systems involved in
communication.

The use of addressing in the point-to-point

dedicated line environment of the systems explored provides
room for future growth and additional application of the
protocol.

Every communication block must contain

addressing information to ensure successful and immediate
routing.
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Flow control is a term used to refer to any technique
or process used to restrict or limit the amount or rate of
data exchange.

Usually the receiver can handle a finite

amount of data traffic.

If the receiver is able to slow

the rate at which the sender delivers data the receiver
will be better able to absorb received data and reduce the
possibility of lost or garbled data.

One technique is the

ACK/NAK exchange after data receipt.

In a heavily utilized

line ACK/NAK exchanges are not practical after each data
block.

A significant amount of communications exchange

would be non-essential ACK blocks.

Therefore, a sliding-

window scheme which provides an ACK after a pre-established
number of data blocks or window of data activity works
well.

The flow control is provided without tying up the

communications link with unnecessary exchanges.

This can

increase the volume of real information passed between
communicating systems.
Along with the routine data blocks exchanged between
computer systems, there are several additional exchanges
which must take place.

The establishment of a

communications connection across a physical line, or
initialization, must occur.

The termination sequence, to

complete a normal session or to immediately conclude a
session for some urgent reason, must be different from the
standard communications exchange.

These unique

conversations must get the attention of the receiver and
force some type of response in return.

The sender must
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request priority service and an action to be taken.

In

return the receiver must process the request immediately.
Without prioritization, critical events might be delayed or
neglected, inhibiting data exchange.
The initialization of a communications connection must
be effective in identifying the parties to the
communication exchange and providing a reliable path for
future exchanges.

Initialization cannot be a drawn-out

process, but must be prompt and effective.

Session

termination must be handled in a similar fashion.
Initialization and termination sequences characterize
communications exchanges.

If initialization is handled

well the communication which follows is frequently smooth
and can be concluded by a successful session termination.
Alternatively, a haphazard initialization sequence with
retransmissions and poor address exchanges is an indication
of a degraded protocol or line interface.

This frequently

leads to poor communication and awkward or incomplete
session termination.
These items and others all affect the performance of a
protocol and subsequently, the efficiency.

Careful

selection and definition of these parameters can promote
the quantity and quality of data exchanged and improve the
overall service provided by the protocol.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL
The Vitek Communications Protocol (VCP) is a
modification of the binary synchronous communications (BSC)
protocol suited for asynchronous communications lines
(Anderson 1985).

BSC was selected for error checking

capabilities and compatibility with established
communications systems.

Many characteristics of

synchronous data link control protocol are apparent in the
communications block format.

Incorporation of the features

of the established protocols provides current and future
compatibility.

For this design the network address field

(NAF) was not implemented.

However, arrangements have been

made throughout the design for NAF support when required.
The VCP communications block is data placed between a
header sequence and a trailer sequence of characters.

The

header and trailer identify the beginning of the data
block, the content of the data block, and the conclusion of
the data block.
The data-link control (DLC) character start-of-header
begins the data block.

An eight byte header follows,

containing addressing information, a sequence number, a
block type identifier, and a count of the amount of data to
follow in the body of the data block.
The data to be sent follow the header.

The eight

bytes of header, two bytes of trailer, and two bytes of
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concluding DLC characters leaves 243 bytes as the maximum
size of the data packet if the VCP communications block is
not to exceed 256 bytes in total size.

A maximum block

size of 256 bytes was selected based on the maximum
unacknowledged data window size of seven blocks.

A

standard communicating system would have 2K of memory
available for storage.

At 256 bytes per block, seven

unacknowledged data blocks fit within the available 2K of
storage and leave room for acknowledgement block
processing.

The data section of the VCP block is followed

by one byte of DLC control, indicating if the data
transmission will continue or cease.

The concluding two

bytes which make up the trailer, contain block control
characters for error checking.
Figure 2 depicts the VCP block format.
and trailer information is included.

Block header

Further detailed

explanation of the VCP communications block can be found in
Appendix A.
The presence of the network address field, origin
address field, and destination address field are indicators
of future potential for public network access and
communication with devices which support the VCP
communications protocol.

VCP Version 1.0 is applicable to

a dedicated environment.
Error recovery, retransmission and sequence numbers
used in data flow provide recovery and connection

s □ H
D A F
□ A F

IT

-N A FC
$ N F
B T I
D C F

ITB
ETB
EDT
ETX

HEADER

J4L.

KEY i
SDH =
DAF =
□AF =
NAF =
C
=
SNF =
jBTI =

S t a r t o f H eader
D e s tin a tio n A d d r e s s F ield
O rigin A d d r e s s F ie ld
N e tw o r k A d d r e s s F ie ld
Chain I n d ic a t o r
S e q u e n c e N um ber F ie ld
B lo c k T y p e I n d ic a t o r

DCF = Data Count Field
3CC = B lo c k C h e c k C h a r a c t e r

TRAILER
Figure 2. VCP Communications Block Format
to

o
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re-establishment without loss of data.

The experimental

model is in a suitable environment for the efficiency
analysis which follows.

The restricted operating

environment provides a fixed observation point for the
numerical analysis.
to-point environment.

The protocol is evaluated in a pointThis is considered to be a special

case of a network environment involving two nodes and a
dedicated connection.
The inclusion of negative acknowledgement and waitbefore-transmit positive acknowledgement (WACK) provide
flow control.

Use of these control characters provides the

receiver with a technique for moderating the flow of data.
The maximum block size of 256 bytes also limits the volume
of data which may be exchanged.

Seven data blocks may be

transmitted by the sender before an ACK from the receiver
is expected.
A force ACK is provided.
response from the receiver.

This block demands a
A disconnect block also

requires an immediate response.

These blocks have priority

over the usual data traffic.
Initialization and communication re-establishment are
handled by inquiring on the status of the line and starting
communication when a response is received.

A bidding

scheme is used in cases of contention for the line.
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IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Protocol efficiency measurement concentrates on
factors affecting throughput, delay, and other quantitative
elements of performance.

Throughput is the transmission

rate of good data between computer systems without
including retransmissions and control information.

Delay

refers to the time required from the start of the
transmission of a data block to the successful receipt of
the data block.

Many of the parameters which affect

protocol performance are user controlled.
propagation delay and timeout interval.
regulated by the external environment.

These include
Line speed is also

Using equations

(Tanenbaum 1981) for determining channel efficiency, the
effect of these parameter values on the channel efficiency
of VCP will be examined.
The channel efficiency (U) for a perfect line is
WD
U = ----------------W (H + D) + A + 2CI

(1)

where
W
D
H
A
C
I

=
thenumber of frames or window size
=
the number of data bits per frame
=
the number of bits in the frame header
=
the number of bits in an ACK frame
= the channel capacity in bits per second
= the interrupt service time plus the
propagation delay.

U found in (1) is considered to be U_IDEAL, representing
the channel efficiency of an error-free line.
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The value W(H + D) + A represents the total number of
bits exchanged during the transaction while D represents
the data information provided in the exchange.

U_IDEAL is

high, indicating a great deal of channel efficiency, only
if overhead is small.

Overhead involves the header and

acknowledgement bits (H, A), delay (I), and the line speed
(C).

Low overhead decreases the denominator of (1) and

provide a higher U.

Otherwise, channel efficiency for an

ideal system without errors does not approach 10035.
For comparison with U_IDEAL a more realistic equation
for estimating U with transmission errors can be
determined.

The computation of U_IDEAL can be expanded to

include a timeout interval (T).

T will be driven any time

a data frame is damaged or lost.

The sender will timeout T

seconds after the data frame has been sent if a response is
not received.

A data transmission which does not succeed

uses the sum of F and the product of C and T bits of
transmission capacity.

U is the number of retransmitted

frames and the successful frame or
U = R (WF + CT)

+ (WF + A + 2CI)

(2)

where
R = the mean number of retransmissions per
data frame
F = D + H for the total frame length
T = the timeout interval.
The successful transmission of a frame occurs if the
data frames and the acknowledgement for these data frames
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are correctly received.

PI is the probability that a data

frame is lost or damaged while P2 represents the
probability that an acknowledgement frame is lost or
damaged.

The probability of successful transmission is
(1 - P2)(1 - PI)

(3)

while the probability of transmission failure (L), or the
probability that a frame or its acknowledgement is lost or
damaged is
L = 1 - (1 - P2)(1 - PI).

(4)

The probability that precisely k attempts are needed to
transmit a frame successfully, therefore needing (k - 1)
retransmissions, is
(k-1)

(1 - L)L

(5)

Each frame has an expected number of transmissions,
which can be written as

(6 )

(1 " L)
while the expected number of retransmissions, obtained from
the Poisson distribution, of each frame is one less, or

R =

(7 )

(1 - L)
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Substituting for R in equation (2) provides a channel
efficiency estimation for a connection with transmission
errors.
WD
U -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

( 8)

(L/(1 - L))(WF + CT) + (WF + A + 2CI)
This solution for U is considered to be U_REAL.
Using Tanenbaum's equations (1) and (8) for
calculating U_IDEAL and U_REAL, approximations for various
line speeds and error rates can be developed and compared.
The program developed to do this is in Appendix B.

The

calculations use 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, and 9600 bps as
channel speeds for each set of variables.
The interrupt value (I) cannot be greater than or
equal to the timeout value (T) selected.

If the interrupt

value was greater than or equal to the timeout value very
little data transmission would take place.
interrupt occurred the system would timeout.

Every time an
After

experimentation I was measured in 0.025 increments over the
interval of 0.0 to 0.4 seconds.

T was approximated using

the relation
T = A/C + 21.
This assures that I is less than T.

(9)
Sixteen cases are

calculated over the selected interval.
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With the approximated timeout interval, the channel
efficiency in (8) can be expressed:
WD
U = --------

* (1 - Pl)(l - P 2 ) * 1/(1+CT/W(H + D)).

(10)

W(H + D)
The first term represents the delay due to header overhead,
the second term represents the delay due to errors, and the
third term represents the delay due to stop-and-wait
operations.
1.

Tanenbaum1s derivations used a window size of

The equations developed above have been expanded to

support window sizes greater than 1.
PI and P2 were determined by taking a fraction of the
value provided for I .
PI = 1/20

(i d

P2 = 1/30

(12)

As I increases, so do the error probabilities PI and P2.
The values of A, D, F and H are provided by VCP
specification.

Interrupt and propagation delay and timeout

interval are calculated along with values for the
probability of data block loss and the probability of ACK
block loss.

Using PI and P2, L is calculated.

The results

from the calculations to determine U_IDEAL and U_REAL are
provided for all sixteen cases in Appendix C.
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The efficiency evaluation routine was implemented with
a window size of 1.

Later the routine was modified to

support a range of values for W.
be found in Appendix C.

The modified routine can

The value of C equal to 9600 bps

was selected as a constant.

I remained a variable, sampled

in 0.025 intervals from 0.0 to 0.4.
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V. CONCLUSION
The resulting calculations illustrated that U_IDEAL
performed better in all cases as is to be expected.
U__IDEAL does not need timeout values.

No errors are

encountered so the probability values for lost data blocks
or lost ACK blocks is not required.

Therefore, the divisor

in equation 1 is smaller, providing a larger result for
U_IDEAL.

The division in equation 8 contains interrupt

delay and timeout values in addition to lost data
probabilities, reducing the final result of U_REAL.
Figures 3 through 7 compare U_IDEAL and U_REAL for
300, 1200, 2400, 4800, and 9600 bps.

Each efficiency

calculation is compared with the delay value, in seconds,
used for computation.
As the speed of the communications connection
increases, the real channel efficiency approaches the ideal
channel efficiency for this sample.

Figure 3 shows a

significant difference in slope between U_IDEAL and U_REAL
curves, while Figure 7 illustrates that the performance of
U_IDEAL and U_REAL at 9600 bps is almost indistinguishable.
Figure 8 is a graph of the difference between U__IDEAL
and U_REAL across the delay period of 0.0 to 0.4 seconds.
It is clear that 9600 bps approaches U_IDEAL, or the xaxis, while 300 bps displays poor performance.

Lower speed

lines perform at their worst as the interrupt value
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increases.

The performance curves for the lines of lower

speed have a much greater magnitude than the same curves at
higher speeds.
Figure 9 illustrates the effect of W on optimum
channel efficiency across an interval of delay values.
Increasing values of W increase the difference between
U_IDEAL and U_REAL.

As seen in Figure 8, as the delay

value increases, so does the non-ideal behavior of the
communications protocol.
These calculations demonstrate the significant impact
small changes in protocol parameters can have on the
efficiency of a communications system.

Although the high

rate of speed appears to provide better overall data
transmission service, an environment with a low speed line
could overcome that shortfall with proper selection of the
parameters driving the communications protocol.
Although the operating parameters are important, the
design of the protocol which carries the data is also
critical.

Successful data receipt depends upon the

communication protocol for actual transmission as well as
interpretation and response to the content of the
transmitted data block.

The jobs of addressing, error

recovery, and prioritization of traffic are also the
responsibility of the protocol.
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The outline provided of a protocol specification and
evaluation illustrates the criteria to be applied to
communications protocol design problems.
The communications goals should be determined and
understood, whether it is communication with another system
or with a network of systems.
selected.

The protocol should be

A well-established protocol, such as ASYNC, BSC

or SDLC should be adopted if possible.

Alternatively, a

custom designed protocol may be developed.

Compatibility

with previously established protocols should be assured.
Once the design is finished and the protocol is specified,
an efficiency evaluation should be done to determine if the
protocol will perform as expected.

The approach

demonstrated here is one technique for determining expected
protocol performance.
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General Overview

Data for exchange between the VITEK System and the
Host CPU is available, on the VITEK side, from the
Information Management System (IMS). Data is presented in
a file format. The files are then broken down into data
communications blocks, with routing and sequence
information attached.
In accord with the VITEK
Communications Protocol (VCP) definition outlined in the
following sections, these data communications blocks are
transmitted to the Host CPU for reassembly and processing.
When a Host has data to send to the VITEK, the procedure is
reversed.
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I. VITEK Environment
A. VITEK Description
The VITEK System uses the VITEK Communications Protocol
(VCP) to transmit data from the Information Management
System (IMS) to Host Processors. VCP is also used for
transmissions from the Host to the VITEK. The exchanged
data is reassembled by the receiver. The data involved can
contain analysis results, demographics, or database
inquiries.
B. VITEK Hardware Interface
VITEK will interface to standard RS-232-C hardware.
Asynchronous half-duplex transactions are currently
supported. Eight-bit, no-parity ASCII with one stop-bit is
used. Block Character Checking (BCC) is used to transmit
the checksum value for accuracy checking. Supported data
rates are 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, and 9600 bits per second.
The VITEK Communications Protocol presents RTS (Request
to Send) to the Host when ready to communicate. VCP must
detect CTS (Clear to Send) before communication is started.

II. VITEK Communications Protocol
A. VITEK Communications Protocol Description
The primary function of VCP is to transfer data between
the VITEK and the Host CPU. Data is transferred in binary
format with heading and text information.
Data to be exchanged is taken from IMS on the VITEK
side by the VITEK Communications Protocol Interface (VCPI)
and sent to the Host CPU on the communication line using
VCP. A communications interface on the Host CPU is
responsible for receiving the data. The procedure is
reversed if the Host is sending data to the VITEK.
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Communications
Protocol

The VCP is a modification of Binary Synchronous
Communications (BSC) protocol capable of supporting bi
directional data traffic over asynchronous data
communication lines. Sequence numbers are used to
correctly acknowledge VITEK or Host transmissions.
A table of ASCII communications control characters used by
VCP follows. These characters allow for data exchange and
analysis of the information transmitted over the hardware
interface.
ASCII
Control
Character
ACK
ENQ
EOT
ETB
ETX
ITB
NAK
SOH
WACK

Hexadecimal
Representation
06
05
04
17
03
IF
15
01
3B

Meaning
Acknowledgement
Enquiry
End of transmission
End of transmission block
End of text
Intermediate text block
Negative acknowledgement
Start of heading
Wait before transmit
positive acknowledgement

NOTE: Compression, compaction, reverse interrupt (RVI),
and temporary text delay (TTD) are not supported.
Transparent files are transferred using VCP.
Transparent data transmission allows for the greatest range
of data to be transferred in file format. All data,
including control characters, will be handled as bit
patterns.
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B. VITEK Communications Block Format
In addition to the data information included in each
communications block, additional bytes are added to provide
addressing and data specifics. This heading information
supports the establishment and termination of
communications connections, as well as the reassembly of
blocks by the receiver.
A schematic and discussion of the VITEK Communications
Block format follows.
/DAF/OAF/NAF/C/SNF/BTI/DCF/DATA BLOCK 243 bytes max/
DAF represents the Destination Address Field. Each
communicating device will have a unique device
identification number which is used in routing. This is
the device address of the receiver. The DAF is determined
through the exchange of ID blocks at the start of
communications. A unique DAF is assigned for each
destination system. Size: 1 byte
OAF represents the Origin Address Field. This is
the address of the device sending the data. A unique OAF
is assigned during generation of the VITEK system. Size: 1
byte
NAF represents the Network Address Field.
for later use. Size: 2 bytes

Reserved

C is a control indicator designating the specific
sequential order of the data block which follows. Size: 1
byte
X '00'
X
'01'
X
110'
X
'll'

Middle-in-chain
Last-in-chain
First-in-chain
Only-in-chain

SNF designates the Sequence Number Field for each
communications transaction. This will ensure that data
acknowledgements are matched to the corresponding blocks.
The SNF has a total range of X'OO1 through X'77'. When one
of the half-byte values in the SNF reaches X'7', the SNF
for that device wraps to X'O'. The high-order half-byte
reflects the sequence count of the sender, while the loworder half-byte reflects the sequence count of the
receiver. The SNF is reset to zero upon the establishment
of communications or receipt of a SNF reset command.
Size:
1 byte
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BTI Block Type Identifier allows catagorization of
data blocks. Communications BTIs fall within the range of
X 'FO *-X*F F '. The list detailed here outlines the BTI
indicators used by VCP. BTIs X'Ol'-X'EF' are available for
use by IMS. Size: 1 byte
Block Type
ACK
DISC
ID
WACK

BTI
F6
F4
F5
FB

Meaning
Acknowledgement
End of transmission
Enquiry
Wait-before-transmit
positive acknowledgement

DCF Data Count Field, the number of characters in
the data block, is important for reassembling data blocks
on the receiving end. Required for accuracy checking.
Size: 1 byte
DATA The actual data block can be no greater that 243
bytes in length.
Information which is longer than this
allowed limit will be broken into smaller blocks, and then
designated as first, middle,
or last-in-chain.
Size:
Variable length less than or equal to 243 bytes.
Heading information uses 8 bytes.
DLC heading and
trailing characters require 4 bytes. The data block value
of 243 is reached by selecting 255 (X'FF') as the largest
block size for transmission.
Subtracting the size of data
heading and trailing information (12 bytes) from the block
size of 255 leaves 243 as the maximum block size for
transmission.

Ill. VITEK Transmission Specifications
A. VITEK/Host Exchange Issues
Data Communication:
Transmitting text data in blocks allows for more
effective error checking and retransmission in the case of
error. Block headers are preceded by the Start-of-Header
(SOH) control character.
Text transmission follows the
fixed format header. The last text block transmitted is
followed by an 'end of text' (ETX) character.
Other text
blocks transmitted are followed by the 'end of transmission
block' (ETB) character, 'end of transmission' (EOT)
character or 'intermediate text block' (ITB) character.
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The communications line may be turned around after an
EOT or ETX. However, the only acceptable response to an
ETX is an ACK block. The receiver may not try to send data
on a line until the previous transaction has finished with
an EOT.
ITB ===> 'Part of block transmitted'
ETB ===> 'End of transmission block' - new block to
follow.
ETX ===> 'End of text' - all blocks sent.
Receiver should acknowledge with an ACK
block.
EOT ===> 'End of transmission' - all blocks sent.
Receiver should send an acknowledgement
block or data block.
Example of ETX acknowledgement:
SOH/Header/Data/ETX/BCC
---------------- >
SNF = X ' 10'
<----------------------SOH/Header/Data/ETB/BCC
SNF = X '20'

ACK Block
SNF = X'01

--------------- >

Example of EOT acknowledgement:
If the EOT is to be acknowledged with an ACK block:
SOH/Header/Data/EOT/BCC --------------- >
SNF = X'10'
<----------------------

ACK Block
SNF = X'01'

Wait for line bid
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If the EOT Is to be acknowledged and the line turned
around:
SOH/Header/Data/EOT/BCC
----------------->
SNF = X ' 10'
<----------------SOH/Header/Data/EOT/BCC

SNF = X'11'
ACK Block
SNF = X 111 *

----------------------- >

. Wait for line bid

Error Checking:
Block Check Characters (BCC) are checksum
accumulations at both the sending and receiving devices
during transmission of data blocks. The BCC characters are
transmitted in two bytes following an ETB, ETX, EOT, or ITB
character.
The transmitted BCC is evaluated at the receiving device
using the checksum technique. The BCC is an ASCII
hexadecimal representation of the two's complement of the
eight-bit sum, ignoring overflows, of all previous
characters in the data communications block.

Transmission Modes:
The communications line will be in control mode,
handling DLC characters, until the receipt of a SOH
character. Data mode will be entered until an ITB, ETB,
ETX, or EOT character is received and control mode is
resumed. Data modes allows communications block handling
without regard for block contents until a DLC character is
detected and control mode is entered. While in control
mode, all characters are considered DLC characters.

Contention:
Point-to-point operation involving two stations allows
possible contention situations to occur. Contention exists
when both the VITEK and Host CPU try to use the
communications line simultaneously.
To decrease the chance of this occurring, the VITEK and
Host CPUs will bid for the communications line using
enquiry (ENQ) commands. ENQ indicates a request to use the
line.
In the case of simultaneous bidding, VITEK will
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retry the bid after a random delay of less than or equal to
3 seconds. Real numeric values are used to compute the
random interval.
Acknowledgement Blocks:
The format of the acknowledgement depends upon the
transmission mode that the VCP is in. Two types of
acknowledgements are supported by VCP.
Line Bid Acknowledgements occur while the communications
line is in control Mode. The format of the ACK is that of
a simple ACK (X'06').
Data Block Acknowledgements occur while the
communications line is in data mode. Every seventh block
or every ETX will be acknowledged, which ever comes first.
The format of the ACK is an ACK block including sequence
numbers. This block is used to acknowledge the proper
receipt of communication blocks without BCC-detected
errors.
Within the ACK block, the following values are
predetermined:
DCF = X'OO' designates 'NO DATA - CONTROL Block ONLY'
BTI = X 1F61 designates ACK block.
C
=X'll' designates 'ONLY-IN-CHAIN'
DAF, OAF, NAF contain the correct values for the
transmission.
The format of an ACK with sequence number is as
follows:
SOH / DAF / OAF / NAF / 11 / SNF / F6 / 00 / EOT / BCC
SNF is one byte long. The high-order half-byte
reflects the block count of the sending device. The loworder half-byte reflects the block count of the receiving
device. For the two devices involved in a transmission,
the count fields should be reverse images. The sending
device on one transmission can be the receiving device on
the next transmission. When the high-order half-byte is
set to X'F', this indicates that the SNF should be reset to
X'OO' by both the sending and receiving devices.
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For example:
SOH/Header/Data/ETX/BCC --------------- >
SNF = X 145 1
<--------------------Next Block

ACK Block
SNF = X 15 4 1

--------------------- >

A SNF of X ’4 5 ‘ designates that the sender had sent 4
data communication blocks and successfully received 5 data
communication blocks. Since this is an ETX, a response
must be sent back. The SNF on that ACK will, if the
transmission has been good, be X'54'. An error condition
of some sort would be indicated by a SNF of X'52*. This
would illustrate that 2 data communication blocks had been
lost.
SOH/Header/Data/ITB/BCC ----------------- >
SNF = X 11 0 ’
SOH/Header/Data/ETB/BCC ----------------- >
SNF = X'20'
SOH/Header/Data/EOT/BCC ----------------- >
SNF = X 13 0 1
<-----------------------

0
10
3
'3

ACK Block
SNF = X 103'

= SNF of the sending device
have been sent previous to this.1
= SNF of the receiving device
have been received previous to this.*
.

Lapse of time

<------ --------------ACK

ENq

cnu
/Uaoi^avi /n^ta
/p t v /npp
OUI1/ncaucr/Ua
La/CiiA/
DvU
SNF = X'13'

ACK Block
SNF = X 1311

Identification Blocks:
A communications connection is established with
identification blocks. ID blocks contain DAF and OAF
fields which provide the identity of the sending and
receiving devices.
ID blocks are used only in
communications connection establishment.
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Within the ID block, the following values are
predetermined:
DCF = X'OO1 designates 'NO DATA - CONTROL Block ONLY'
BTI = X 'F5' designates an ID block
C
= X'll' designates 'ONLY-IN-CHAIN'
Until DAF and OAF files are exchanged, the unknown DAF
value is set as X'OO'. X'OO' is a reserved value. Device
addresses can range in value from X'01' to X'FF' (decimal
values 1-255).
The format of an ID block from a device is as follows:
SOH / DAF / OAF / NAF / 11 / 00 / F5 / 00 / EOT / BCC

B. VITEK/Host Communications Establishment
Successful communication initiation:
Sending
ENQ
Device
ID Block
OAF = X '05'
DAF = X'OO'

---------------------------->

<--------------------

ACK

Receiving
Device

---------------------------->

<

ID Block
OAF = X'10'
DAF = X '05'

<

ACK

ID Block
OAF = X '05'
DAF = X'10'
Wait for line bid

Unsuccessful communication initiation:
Sending
Device

ENQ
ENQ

Receiving
--------------------- >
Device
<--------------------- NAK
--------------------- >
<
NAK
or NO RESPONSE
after some time.
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Examples of Data Transmission:
Transmission of a 100 byte record:

(1 block required)

Sending
Device

Receiving
Device

SOH/Header/Data 100 bytes /EOT/BCC

---- >

C = X * 11'

<---------------------

ACK Block

Transmission of a 400 byte record: (2 blocks required)
The first block will contain 243 bytes of data. The
additional block required to send this information will be
157 bytes long.

Sending
Device

Receiving
Device

SOH/Header/Data 243 bytes /ITB/BCC ---- >
C = X'10'
SOH/Header/Data 157 bytes /EOT/BCC ---- >
C = X'01'
<---------------------ACK Block
Transmission of a 400 byte and a 100 byte record:
(3 blocks required)
The first block will contain 243 bytes of data. The
additional block required to send the remaining information
will be 157 bytes long. After that transaction is
completed, the 100 byte block will be sent.
Sending
Device
SOH/Header/Data 243
C = X'10'
SOH/Header/Data 157
C = X'01'
SOH/Header/Data 100
C = X*11'

Receiving
Device
bytes/ITB/BCC

---- >

bytes/ETB/BCC

---- >

bytes/EOT/BCC

---- >

<---------------------

ACK Block
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C. VITEK/Host Error Situations
Force ACK sequence:
A force ACK is necessary in some situations.
ACK is in the following form:

A force

DCF = X'OO' designates 'NO DATA - CONTROL Block ONLY'
BTI = X'F6' designates an ACK block
C
= X'll' designates ‘ONLY-IN-CHAIN'
SOH / DAF / OAF / NAF / 11 / SNF / F6 / 00 / ETX / BCC
The DCF is X'OO' to illustrate that no data follows.
force ACK block would be followed by a ETX, which requires
a response from the receiver. An example of a VCP
transmission including a force ACK follows.
SOH/Header/Data
SNF = X'10‘
SOH/Header/Data
SNF = X '201
SOH/Header/Data
SNF = X '30'
SOH/Header/Data
SNF = X '401
SOH/Header/Data
SNF = X '50'
SOH/Header/Data
SNF » X '60'
SOH/Header/Data
SNF = X '70'

243 bytes /ITB/BCC

--->

243 bytes /ITB/BCC

--->

243 bytes /ITB/BCC

--->

243 bytes /ITB/BCC

--->

243 bytes /ITB/BCC — -— >
243 bytes /ITB/BCC

--->

243 bytes /ITB/BCC

--->

Lack of receiver response
Forced ACK /ETX/BCC

-------------------- >
ACK Block
SNF
X '07 '
SOH/Header/Data 243 bytes /ITB/BCC ---- >
SNF = X'10‘
< -------------------------

Transmission continues

Timeout Sequence:
If the Host CPU should be inactive or unresponsive to
the VITEK for a prolonged period of time, the shutdown of
the communication line will occur. Data to be transmitted
will be stored. Host responses will cease, causing the
VITEK to timeout and initiate the error recovery sequence
until the Host processor becomes available.

This
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This condition is encountered when a Force ACK is sent
and no response is received.
If there is no activity on
the line at all for a period of time specified by the user,
the VITEK will timeout and cease communication attempts.
After a random period of time, the VITEK will bid for the
communication line with an ENQ and attempt to restart
transmissions. The value used to determine if a timeout
has occurred is user specified.
Error Recovery and Retransmission:
VITEK maintains a queue of all communication blocks
which have been sent but have not been acknowledged by the
receiver. In the case of an error, such as all blocks sent
not being acknowledged, or another requirement for
retransmission, such as a timeout, the unacknowledged
blocks on this queue will be sent again. The ACKs received
will correspond to the most recently sent blocks. This
block retransmission queue will ensure that blocks are not
lost due to Host activity or momentary communication line
errors.
WACKs:
A WACK is used when the receiver in a transmission
sequence is temporarily unable to receive data. The format
of a WACK block is that of an ACK block with sequence
numbers. Within the WACK block, the following values are
predetermined:
DCF = X'OO' designates ‘NO DATA - CONTROL BLOCK ONLY'
BTI = X'FB' designates a WACK Block
C
= X'll* designates 'ONLY-IN-CHAIN'
SOH / DAF / OAF / NAF / 11 / SNF / FB / 00 / EOT /BCC
The normal response to a WACK is a line bid (ENQ).
The sending station will attempt to initiate data
communications again after receiving a WACK. The response
of WACK will continue to be sent by the receiver until the
receiving station is ready to accept communication blocks
again. A WACK is a positive ACK of data receipt and
therefore contains a SNF, although the SNF remains
unchanged during a series of WACK blocks.
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Sending
Device

Receiving
Device

SOH/Header/Data 243 bytes /ITB/BCC ---- >
C = X'10'
<---------------------- WACK Block
ENQ ---------------------- >
<---------------------- WACK
A WACK response allows the buffers transmitted to be
purged from the sender's queue.
Disconnect Sequence:
If a Host or VITEK requires the disconnection of the
VCP communications line, a disconnect block can be sent.
The device requesting the disconnect will send the DISC
block at the first opportunity.
Within the DISC block, the following values are
predetermined:
DCF = X'OO' designates 'NO DATA - CONTROL Block ONLY'
BTI
X 'F4 ' designates a DISC block
C
X' 11 ' designates 'ONLY-IN-■CHAIN'
=

sc

The format of a DISC block from a device is as follows:
SOH / DAF / OAF / NAF / 11 / 00 / F4 / 00 / ETX / BCC
An acknowledgement of receipt of the DISC block will
be sent (X'06') and communications will cease until
communication is reestablished.
SOH / DISC Block / ETX / BCC ----------->
<---------------------.

ACK

Communication ceases

D. VCP Data Transmission Example
A full-scale sample of a VCP connection between devices is
detailed on the next several pages. Comments precede data
exchanges in this example.
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HOST
Address = 5

VITEK
Address = 1
Start of communication.
ENQ
ID Block
OAF = X'Ol'
DAF = X'OO'
C
= X*11'
SNF = X'OO'
BTI = X ’F 4 1

------------------- >
<------------------------------------- >

ACK

<-------------------

ID Block
OAF = X 10 5 1
DAF = X'011
C
= X*11'
SNF = X'OO'
BTI = X 1F 4 1

<-------------------

Ac k

ID i
Block
OAF = X' 01 '
DAF = X' 05'
= X 111 *
C
SNF = X' 00 '
BTI = X' F4 1
. Wait for line bid
Bid for line.
>

ENQ
<

ACK

Data Exchange begins.
SOH/Header/Data 243 bytes /ITB/BCC -- >
DAF = X 10 5 1
OAF = X'01'
C
= X 110*
SNF = X'10'
SOH/Header/Data 157 bytes /ETB/BCC -- >
DAF = X'05'
OAF = X'Ol*
C
= X ’0 1 *
SNF = X '20'
SOH/Header/Data 100 bytes /ETX/BCC -- >
DAF = X '05'
OAF = X'01'
C
= X'11'
SNF = X 13 0 1

BCC checks

BCC error.

BCC checks
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ACK
DAF
OAF
SNF
BTI

Block
= X ’O l 1
= X 10 5 1
= X'Ol'
= X 1F 6 1

Error in transmission requires resending of
unacknowledged data.
SOH/Header/Data 157 bytes /ETB/BCC -- >
DAF = X '051
OAF = X'Ol '
C
= X'Ol'
SNF « X '20'
SOH/Header/Data 100 bytes /ETX/BCC -- >
DAF = X '05'
OAF = X'Ol'
C
= X'11'
SNF = X '30'

BCC checks.

BCC checks.

ACK
DAF
OAF
SNF
BTI

Block
= X'01'

= X 105'
= X '03'
= X 'F 6 '

Bi-directional data exchange takes place.
SOH/Header/Data/EOT/BCC
DAF = X '05 '
OAF = X'Ol 1
= X'11'
C
SNF = X ' 4 0 1

-----------

SOH/Header/Data/ETX/BCC
DAF = X' 01
OAF = X' 05
C
= X' 11
SNF = X' 14
ACK
DAF
OAF
C
SNF
BTI

Block
= X '05 '
= X'Ol '
X'll '

= X '51 '
= X 'F6 '

Wait for Acknowledgement.
<-------------------

WACK Block
DAF = X'Ol'
OAF = X '05 '
C
= X'11'
SNF = X'15'
BTI = X 'F B '
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ENQ
ENQ

------------------->
<------------------------------------>
<------------------

WACK
ACK

Disconnect.
DISC Block
DAF = X 105 *
OAF = X'Ol '
C
= X'11'
SNF = X'OO*
BTI = X 1F 4 '

>

<------------------

ACK
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VCP Reference Summary
Hardware
Standard RS-232-C
Asynchronous
HaIf-Duplex
Eight-bit, no parity, one stop-bit ASCII
Supported baud rates are 300, 1200, 2400, 4800 and 9600.
Software
ASCII
Control
Character
ACK
ENQ
EOT
ETB
ETX
ITB
NAK
SOH
WACK

Hexadecimal
Representation
06
05
04
17
03
IF
15
01
3B

Meaning
Acknowledgement
Enquiry
End of transmission
End of transmission block
End of text
Intermediate text block
Negative acknowledgement
Start of heading
Wait before transmit
positive acknowledgement

NOTE: Compression, compaction, reverse interrupt (RVI),
and temporary text delay (TTD) are not supported.
Transparent files are transferred using VCP.
Transparent data transmission allows for the greatest range
of data to be transferred in file format. All data.
including control characters, wil 1 be handled as bit
patterns.
Allocated Block Type Identifiers (BTI):
Block Type
ACK
DISC
ID
WACK

BTI
F6
F4
F5
FB

Meaning
Acknowledgement
End of transmission
Enquiry
Wait-before-transmit
positive acknowledgement

The Network Address Field (NAF) is not used by VCP at
this time. Unless otherwise stated, NAF will be X'OO'.
DAF/OAF values range from X'01' to X'FF1. The VITEK user
specifies the values for timeout, baud rate, and DAF/OAF
parameters.
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B. Efficiency Evaluation Routine
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program Protocol_Evaluation;
{NAME:
{AUTHOR:

Protocol_Evaluation
Patricia A. Anderson

REVISED: 3235}
}

{This program is presented in partial fulfillment of the
{requirements for the M.S. degree in Computer Science,
{University of Missouri-Rolla, May 1986.

}
}
}

{SOFTWARE:
{
{
{

TURBOPASCAL Version 3.01A Serial Number283868 }
Borland International, Inc.
}
4585 Scotts Valley Drive
}
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
}

{HARDWARE:

IBM Personal Computer

}

{ROUTINES:
{

U__CALC
Computes channel utilization
RESULTS_OUT Produces formatted output

}
}

{This program is an implementation of the equation derived}
{for channel utilization or efficiency evaluation
}
{(Tanenbaum, 1981)
}
{
}
{Channel utilization for a perfect line:
}
{
WD
}

{

{

u ------------------------------

W (H + D) + A + 2CI

}

}

{Channel utilization for a line involving transmission
{errors:
{
WD

}
}
}

{

}

{

u --------------------------------------------------------------(L / (1 - L ))(WF + CT) + (WF + A + 2CI)

}

{
}
{where:
}
{ A = number of bits in an acknowledgement (ACK)frame
}
{ C = channel capacity in bps
}
{ D = number of data bits per frame
}
{ F = D + H (total frame length)
}
{ H = number of bits in the frame header
}
{ I = interrupt service time + propagation delay
}
{
L = probability that a frame or ACK is lost or damaged)
{ Pl= probability that a data frame is lost or damaged
}
{ P2= probability that an ACK frame is lost or damaged
}
{ T = timeout interval
}
{ W = maximum number of data frames before ACK
}
{
(window size)
}
{ U = channel utilization (efficiency)
}
{Values used in computation and further derivations are
{in the text of the thesis "Specification and Efficiency
{Evaluation of a Data Communications Protocol", Anderson,
{1986.

}
}
}
}
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var
A , { Number of bits in an acknowledgement frame
D , { Number of data bits per frame
F , { Total frame length
H,
{ Number of bits in the frame header
W:integer; { Window size

}
}
}
}
}

I, { Interrupt service time and propagation delay
L , { Probability that frame or ACK is damaged or lost
PI, { Probability that a data frame is lost or damaged
P2, { Probability that an ACK frame is lost or damaged
T :real;
{ Timeout interval

}
}
>
>
>

C :array[1..5] of integer;
{ Channel capacity in bits per second

}

U_IDEAL,
{ Channel utilization (efficiency)-perfect line
>
U_REAL:array[1..5] of real;
{ Channel utilization (efficiency)-error-prone line)
DATA_OUT:text; { File for program output
K:integer;
{ Loop counter for final calculations

>
}
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procedure U_CALC;
{NAME:
U_CALC
{AUTHOR: Patricia A. Anderson

REVISED: 3235

}
}

{This procedure is called from the program
}
{PROTOCOL_EFFICIENCY to perform calculationsto determine >
{channel utilization, using a range of channel capacities,}
{under perfect line conditions and transmission error line}
{conditions.
}
var
J: integer; { Loop counter variable

}

begin
{procedure U_CALC
}
L :=1-(1-P2)*(l-Pl);
{Determine error probability}
for J :=1 to 5 do
begin
T:=((A/C[J])+(2*1));
{ Timeout value calculation }
U_IDEAL[J]:=(W*D)/((W * (H+D))+A+2*{C [J ]*I));
{ Compute U_IDEAL
}
U_REAL[J]:=(W*D)/((L/(1L) )*((W*F) + (C[J]*T))+ ((W*F)+A+2*(C[J]*I)));
{ Compute U_REAL
}
end;
end;
{procedure U_CALC
end
}
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procedure RESULTS_OUT;
{NAME:
RESULTS_OUT
{AUTHOR: Patricia A. Anderson

REVISED: 3235

}
}

{This procedure is called from the program
{PROTOCOL_JEFFICIENCY to output variables used in solving
{the equations and the calculated results.

}
}
}

var
J: integer;

{ Loop counter variable

}

begin
{ procedure RESULTS_OUT
write(DATA_OUT,*********************

>

slesleslesleslcsle^esleslcatesleslesle^eslcsfc I ) .

writeln(DATA_OUT);
writeln(DATA_OUT,'CASE ',K,' EFFICIENCY CALCULATION: ');
writeln(DATA_OUT) ;
writeln(DATA_OUT,'Fixed values based upon VCP
specifications are as follows.');
writeln(DATA_OUTrD , ' data bits per frame.');
writeln(DATA_OUT,' ',H,' bits in the frame header.');
writeln(DATA_OUT,F,' bits in the total frame length.');
writeln(DATA_OUT,' ',A , ' bits in an acknowledgement
frame.');
writeln(DATA_OUT);
writeln(DATA_OUT,'Variable values used for this
calculation: *);
writeln(DATA_OUT,I,' for interrupt service time, including
propagation delay.');
writeln(DATA_OUT,Pl,' is the probability that a data frame
is damaged or lost.');
writeln(DATA_0UT,P2,' is the probability that an ACK frame
is damaged or lost.');
writeln(DATA_OUT,L,' is the probability that either frame
is damaged or lost.');
writeln(DATA_OUT,T,' is the timeout interval.');
writeln(DATA_OUT,W,1 is the window size.');
writeln(DATA_OUT);
for J :=1 to 5 do
begin
writeln(D A T A O U T ,'-------------------------------------------------------- .) .
writeln(DATA_OUT,'For a channel capacity of 1,C[J] , '
bps:');
writeIn(DATA_OUT,'Channel utilization for a perfect line
is ',U_IDEAL[J]);
writeln(DATA_OUT,'Channel utilization for a line with
errors is ',U_REAL[J]);
end;
end;
{ procedure RESULTS__OUT end }
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begin

{ PROTOCOL_EFFICIENCY

assign(DATA_OUT,’DATA1 .OUT');
rewrite(DATA_OUT);

>

{ Establish output file }
{ Initialize output file)

A:=(12*8);
D := (243*8);
F:=(256*8);
H:=(12*8);
W:=l;

{ 1 2 bytes in an ACK frame
{ 243 data bytes per frame
{ 256 total bytes per frame
{ 12 bytes in frame header
( 1 data frame per ACK frame

}
}
}
>
}

C [1]:=300;
C [2] :=1200;
C [3] :=2400;
C [4] :=4800;
C [5] :=9600;

{ Channel capacity range

>

K:=l;
I:=0;

{ Initialization of loop
{ Initialization of delay

}
}

for K:=l to 16 do

{ Execute by increments

}

begin
I:=1+0.025;
P I :=(1/20);
P 2 :=(1/30);

{ Calculate interrupt delay
{ Probability of data lost
{ Probability of ACK lost

>
>
}

{ Calculate results
{ and place in output file.

>
}

close(DATA0UT);

{ Close output file

}

end.

{ PR0T0C0L_EFFICIENCY end

}

U_CALC;
RESULTS_0UT;
end;
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C. Modified Efficiency Evaluation Routine

71
program Protocol_Evaluation;
{NAME:
{AUTHOR:

Protocol_Evaluatlon
Patricia A. Anderson

REVISED: 3235}
}

{This program is presented in partial fulfillment of the
{requirements for the M.S. degree in Computer Science,
{University of Missouri-Rolla, May 1986.

}
}
}

{SOFTWARE:
{
{
{

TURBOPASCAL Version 3.01A Serial Number283868}
Borland International, Inc.
}
4585 Scotts Valley Drive
}
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
}

{HARDWARE:

IBM Personal Computer

}

{ROUTINES:
{

U_CALC
RESULTS_OUT

}
}

Computes channel utilization
Produces formatted output

{This program is an implementation of the equation derived}
{for channel utilization or efficiency evaluation
}
{(Tanenbaum, 1981)
}
<
>
{* Modified to reflect a range of window sizes.
>
{
>
{Channel utilization for a perfect line:
}
{
WD
}
{
u
------------------>
{
W (H + D) + A + 2CI
}
{Channel utilization for a line involving transmission
}
{errors:
}
{
WD
}
{
U
---------------------------------------}
{
(L / (1 - L))(WF + CT) + (WF + A + 2CI)
}
(
>
{where:
}
{ A = number of bits in an acknowledgement (ACK) frame
}
{ C = channel capacity in bps
}
{ D = number of data bits per frame
}
{ F = D + H (total frame length)
}
{ H = number of bits in the frame header
}
{ I = interrupt service time + propagation delay
}
{ L = probability that a frame or ACK is lost or damaged}
{ Pl= probability that a data frame is lost or damaged
}
{ P2= probability that an ACK frame is lost or damaged
}
{ T = timeout interval
}
{ W = maximum number of data frames before ACK
}
{
(window size)
}
{
U = channel utilization (efficiency)
}
{Values used in computation and further derivations are
}
{in the text of the thesis "Specification and Efficiency }
{Evaluation of a Data Communications Protocol", Anderson, }
{1986.
}
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var
A,
{ Number of bits in an acknowledgement frame
D, { Number of data bits per frame
F , { Total frame length
H,
{ Number of bits in the frame header
W:integer; { Window size

}
}
}
}
}

I, { Interrupt service time and propagation delay
L,
{Probability that frame or ACK is damaged or lost
PI, {Probability that a data frame is lost or damaged
P 2 , {Probability that an ACK frame is lost or damaged
T:real;
{ T im e o u t interval

}
}
}
}
}

C:integer; { Channel

}

capacity in bits persecond

U_IDEAL,
{ Channel utilization (efficiency)-perfect line
}
U_REAL:array[1..7] of real;
{ Channel utilization (efficiency)-error-prone line)
DATA_OUT:text; { File for program output

}

K:integer; { Loop counter for final calculations

)
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procedure U_CALC;
{NAME:
U_CALC
{AUTHOR: Patricia A. Anderson

REVISED: 3235

}
>

{This procedure is called from the program
}
{PROTOCOL_EFFICIENCY to preform calcualations to determine)
{channel utilization, using a range of channel capacities,}
{under perfect line conditions and transmission error line)
{conditions.
)
begin
L :=1— (1-P2)*(1-PI);
T :=((A/C)+(2*1));

{procedure U_CALC
)
{Determine error probability)
{Timeout value calculation
}

for W:=l to 7 do
{Range of window sizes
begin
U_IDEAL[W]:=(W*D)/((W*(H+D))+A+2*(C*I));
{ Compute U_IDEAL
U_REAL[W ]:=(W*D)/((L/{1L))*((W*F)+(C*T))+((W*F)+A+2*(C*I)));
{ Compute U_REAL
end;
end;
{procedure U_CALC end

}
}
}
}
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procedure RESULTS_OUT;
{NAME:
RESULTS_OUT
{AUTHOR: Patricia A. Anderson

REVISED: 3235

{This procedure is called from the program
{PROTOCOL_EFFICIENCY to output variables used in solving
{the equations and the calculated results.

}
}
>
>
}

begin
{ procedure RESULTS_OUT
>
write(DATA OUT, 1******************************************
****************ij.
writeln(DATA_OUT);
writeln(DATA_OUT,'CASE ',W,* EFFICIENCY CALCULATION: ');
writeln(DATA_OUT);
writeln(DATA_OUT,'Fixed values based upon VCP
specifications are as follows.1);
writeln(DATA_OUT,D,* data bits per frame.');
writeln(DATA_OUT,' ',H,' bits in the frame header.');
writeln(DATA_OUT,F ,' bits in the total frame length.');
writeln(DATA_OUT,' ',A,' bits in an acknowledgement
frame.');
writeln(DATA_OUT) ;
writeln(DATA_OUT,'Variable values used for this
calculation: 1) ;
writeln(DATA_OUT,I ,' for interrupt service time, including
propagation delay.');
writeln(DATA_OUT,P I ,' is the probability that a data frame
is damaged or lost.1);
writeln(DATA_0UT,P2,' is the probability that an ACK frame
is damaged or lost.');
writeln(DATA_OUT,L ,' is the probability that either frame
is damaged or lost.');
writeln(DATA_OUT,T,' is the timeout interval.');
writeln(DATA_OUT,C ,' bps is the channel capacity.');
writeln(DATA_OUT);
for W :=1 to 7 do
begin
writeln(D A T A O U T ,'--------------------------------------------------------- *) ;
writeln(DATA_OUT,'For a window size of ',W,' data frames
per ACK:');
writeIn(D A T A O U T ,'Channel utilization for a perfect line
is ',U_IDEAL[W]);
writeln(DATA_OUT,'Channel utilization for a line with
errors is ',U_REAL[W]);
end;
{ procedure RESULTS_OUT end }
end;
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{ PR0T0C0L_EFFICIENCY

begin

assign(DATA 0UT,'DATA2 .OUT');
rewrite(DATA_OUT);

}

{ Establish output file }
{ Initialize output file}

A:=(12*8) ;
D := (243*8);
F := (256*8) ;
H: = (12*8) ;

{
{
(
{

C :=9600;

{ Channel capacity range

}

I :=0 ;

( Initialization of delay

}

for K:=l to 16 do

{ Execute by increments

}

begin
I :=1+0.025;
P I :=(1/20);
P 2 :=(1/30);

{ Calculate interrupt delay
{ Probability of data lost
{ Probability of ACK lost

}
}
}

{ Calculate results
( and place in output file.

}
}

close(DATA_0UT);

{ Close output file

}

e nd.

{ PR0T0C0L_EFFICIENCY end

}

U CALC;
RESULTS_0UT;

12 bytes in an ACK frame
243 data bytes per frame
256 total bytes per frame
12 bytes in frame header

}
}
}
)

end;

